Do you know that the immune system is the most powerful weapon we have against any disease?

STAGE4 & 95% METASTASIS TO THE BONES PROSTATE CANCER + 5 CLOGS IN THE CORONARY ARTERIES : REVERSAL TESTIMONY.

BY RAMON MENDOZA- Two years ago, I had a rare chance of visiting Dr. 'Ludy' Ludgerio Torres, the former medical director of the Philippine Heart Center for 15 years, at his residence. I was literally carried by a couple doctor who believed in Transfer Factor. The reason why I was brought to his house was unknown to me, beside explaining what Transfer Factor is.

I realized after a year that it was truly a blessing in disguise because we met again this time at the 4Life office for a different reason. Dr. Ludy announced that he was going to be a Resource Speaker to propagate Transfer Factor as an advocacy and bring it to a new level.
What made him decide to do this?

Let's rewind a bit. When I left his house two years ago, I didn't know that he was suffering from a prostate cancer stage 4 that had metastasized to 95% of his bones. On top of that he had diabetes mellitus. Moreover, he had five clogs in his coronary arteries due to angioplasty or bypass operation.

After taking 4Life Transfer Factor products for 7 months he was declared **CANCER-FREE AND CLOG-FREE** without surgery. This was confirmed to me by Dr. Ludy Torres himself in a text message:

“Dear Mon,
I am very thankful for the discovery of transfer factors.
I am sharing my personal experiences to everybody not only as a heart specialist but being a patient myself. I have cancer of the prostate that have spread to 95 percent of my bones. I am being treated with 2 expensive hormonal drugs with side effects to the liver and other organs like the heart.

Taking the transfer factors in big doses, the bone metastasis are gone with no complications. My diabetes mellitus and coronary arteries found to have lesions are taken cared by transfer factors like glucoach and cardio. I don't have to undergo angioplasty or bypass surgery. My immune system took care of all these stresses. First, I am thanking the Great Almighty and secondly, the 4 Life products. " Thats all - Ludy Torres.

And I asked him about his regimen-
"These were the **dosaging:** I was taking **Tf Plus** initially 10 cap. 3x a day for 1 month then gradually reducing to 2x a day then presently 5 cap. 2x a day. **Glutamine prime** 2-0-2; **Cardio**- 2-0-2; **Glucoach**-2-0-2; **Riovida**-30 cc 2x a day; **Tf Tri-factor**-2-0-2."

**WHAT HAPPENED TO THE CANCER CELLS AND THE CLOGS IN THE ARTERIES?**

The immune system is the strongest weapon we have against any disease so in the above case, the immune system killed the pathogens e.g. viruses and bacteria that hid in the internal walls of the coronary arteries resulting into atherosclerosis which eventually clogged the arteries. An **internal homeostasis (general cleaning of molecular debris)** by the immune army in the arteries commenced after transfer factor completed it's educational training on trillions of the new elite force.
While that was happening, another set of military immune defense army launched a massive attack and killed the helpless and outnumbered population of cancer cells!

The 4life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula was able to do two things to the immune system in this case:

First, it educated the immune system to operate in the highest level of intelligence. Thus, empowering the immune system to do the three R's: **RECOGNIZE** the pathogens (causing the clogging of arteries) and the cancer cells; **RESPOND** by killing them; and **REMEMBER** these pathogens and cancer cells if they come back (thus, preventing metastasis).

Second, it boosted and leveled-up its performance optimized to 437%*, meaning effectively increasing the Natural Killer cells' killing rate four times more powerful to kill 97% of cancer cells in just 48 hours as shown in in-vitro test*, outperforming the immune system's natural ability.

The TF activated the T Lymphocytes or T-cells also called the Master Cells which in turn also ACTIVATED, PROLIFERATED AND DIFFERENTIATED new stem cells that built a new immune military elite force in trillions! This launched a massive attack against the pathogens and cancer cells annihilating even the existence of viruses or bacteria in the whole vascular system and cancer antigens. This natural weapon of mass destruction of pathogenic invaders and cancer cells again proves to us that the immune system is truly the strongest weapon we have against any disease!

TF has more than 3,500 clinical studies, trusted by doctors and now part of the PDR- Physician's Desk Reference!

**THE SECRET IS TRANSFER FACTOR!**

"Transfer Factor is the phenomenal masterpiece of the immune system," according to Dr. Jose Panopio, Surgeon.

*Ref. Woodland Health Report, Special Edition, USA

**Note:**
Dr. Ludgerio Torres is a Cardiologist and a Thoracic surgeon
Formerly the Medical Director of the Phil Heart Center for 15 years
Valedictorian & Magna Cum Laude from UST and
Trained at Harvard University USA
Topnotcher in the Medical Board Exam

**WAIVER:** Transfer Factor is not a drug nor a cure nor a treatment but an information molecule that helps educate, boost and balance the immune system so it can recognize, respond to and remember threats that become diseases in the body and help correct an incorrect function of the immune system.

**Disclaimer Click Here**

Learn More About TRANSFER FACTOR Click Here
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